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Details of Visit:

Author: Confuscius
Location 2: Bletchley
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: MKE Finest
Website: http://www.miltonkeynesescorts.com
Phone: 01908696559

The Premises:

A flat above an estate agents a few minutes drive from the Fenny Stratford location. I didn't know it
existed. Easy to find with the text instructions sent after the booking was made. Just as well I read
this otherwise I would knocked on the door of the place in Fenny Stratford. Free on street parking a
few minutes from the flat but it's the luck of the draw whether there is a space available.

Situated in a fascinating diverse neighbourhood with plenty of shops and eating establishments.
Felt safe enough. Inside was clean and well furnished and the room I was allocated was a
reasonable size. 

The Lady:

The blurred photos on her profile provide an excellent impression of what to expect, - very
attractive, 20 something in age which isn't too far off the mark, slim, slightly taller than average in
height, small-medium breasts, fully shaved. Reportedly EE but in appearance can easily hail from
anywhere in Europe or around the Mediterranean basin. Extremely clean all over and comes across
as being a thoroughly nice person by nature.  

The Story:

Nicola goes into the annals for being one of a small but select band of ladies who I've seen more
than twice.

I first saw her in December 2017 - my P'net review (125556) is still up - and enjoyed it so much that
I said I would see her again. I then saw her a second time in London several months later and she
was so good that I wanted to see her again. It's taken me over 12 months before I was able to book
her again and not through the lack of trying. She generally works in London on Tuesdays and
Thursdays, the days when my work schedule is extremely busy, plus the occasional day at the
weekend which doesn't normally suit me either. In the end, catching up with her in Milton Keynes
was the easiest option.

It was well worth the wait.
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The initial greeting was immediately followed by fk then it was onto the bed for several minutes of
frottage, an activity which never fails to fire me up in a big way. Owo was next on the menu and her
technique was superb keeping my arousal levels dangerously high then it was on with the condom
for sex in the missionary position. She felt wonderful as if she was tailor made for me, neither too
loose nor too tight. In fact she was the most comfortable fit that I've ever experienced in both
punting and non punting situations. Unusually for me I couldn't get enough - normally I don't bother
having sex and when I do it's a quick and out. We stayed in this position for several minutes dfk'ing
at the same time while I gradually increased the tempo until I reached a powerful and very satisfying
climax.

We departed with me saying that I'll see her again. Next time I will be booking an hour and will try
anal - a service that she offers and one that I will only try with ladies I really fancy which explains
why it's not something that I have much experience.
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